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Chapter One 
 

Wetworld scientists Hydious and Putridity Gout are doing their level best to save the 

inhabitants of the Ice Planet, the surface of which appears to be breaking apart… 

Meanwhile, far, far away - upon the planet Earth – not far away from the 
Museum of Future Technology… 

 

Ship Number Fifteen had lifted off upon its latest mission... 

 

Soon its great velocity had carried it into interplanetary space... 



 

And not long after that, because it was horrendously fast, it slipped quietly into 
the gravity well of Mars... 

 

Soon the vast craft’s bulk eased into the Red Planet’s atmosphere… 

 

Almost as soon, the Future Museum of Mars shone brightly upon the viewing 
screens of the descending craft, like a lone jewel set conspicuously upon an 
ocean of dust... 



 

Far below, four patrolling Martian War Robots paused to look upwards... 

 

On board, two of the Earplug Brothers watched as the ship made its final 
approach... 

 



Then the mighty vessel descended to make a perfect landing a short distance... 

 

…from the Museum of Future Technology’s Martian outpost… 

 

Captain Horatio Noseblower was still congratulating his Helms-plug when all 
five Earplug Brothers each took a deep breath; inserted oxygen-rich 
suppositories; and duly stepped onto the Martian surface for only the second 
time in their eventful lives... 

 



Future Museum of Mars curator, Frisby Mumph joined them, and duly escorted 
the fivesome to the ancient citadel steps... 

 

... where Chester was appalled that his twin, Miles, had slipped behind an 
outcropping of Martian rock for a quick tinkle – before Frisby led them to where 
the Muffins awaited their arrival... 

 

"Boys," Frisby said through a huge smile, "meet your technological saviours." 

"Hi." Rudi said without preamble. "What have you conjured up for us, guys?" 

"It had better be gob-smackingly good." Valentine added. “We’re in deep doo-
doo.” 



"Yeah." Chester said (some thought slightly belligerently) probably because he 
was still feeling slightly space-sick, and had imbibed a whole bottle of cough 
stuff because it was the only thing in the ship's pharmacy that he thought might 
help him recover his natural feeling of well-being, "we didn't come all this way 
for a load of rubbish!" 

The Martian engineers didn't know how to take this, so, instead of ruminating 
upon Chester’s less-than-well-chosen words, they showed the boys what they'd 
built... 

 

Initially the brothers weren't overly impressed, but when the machine was 
switched on... 

 

...doubts began to evaporate as reality altered around them - especially when 
Chester and Miles found themselves somewhere else completely. Somewhere 
that was very cold indeed... 



 

…which allowed Miles to feel very grateful that he’d had the good sense to pee 
on the citadel steps – unlike Chester, who hadn’t. 

Whilst all this was happening upon relatively nearby Mars - far away across the 
galaxy - upon the Ice World, Ludmilla Pongfinger and Kim Phat Lipp had 
slipped, unseen, from the igloo-shaped elevator shaft, and thence on to the 
ice... 

 

Whilst his father, Tony Wilkins, was content to be the ambassador for his 
nation, Kim Phat Lipp had loftier ambitions. Simply put, he wanted to rule the 
entire planet. To this end he had introduced himself to the impressionable 
Ludmilla - Prime Minister Marnus Pongfinger's daughter - with the sole intention 
of persuading her to help him in his devilish endeavour. Giving succour to her 
vanity, and slipping her the occasional box of Turkish Delight and sherbet 
lemons were all that he needed to strengthen her devotion - to him to the 
point where she would do whatever he asked, whenever he asked, and usually 
complimented with a huge, sloppy kiss. So now they waited to view the results 
of the most horrible of plans they had laid together... 



 

By no coincidence, Hydious and Putridity Gout were showing Marnus; his wife 
Beryl; and their bodyguard - Cruton Miasma; the ultra-variable conditions that 
now beset their world, upon the surface... 

 

"Look," Hydious said, "some places are still quite nice – if a little nippy ‘round 
the nether-regions." 

Naturally, in order to keep him warm, Marnus wore one of the finest woolly 
fleeces in the world. But what the blue earplug leader could not possibly have 
known was that his daughter had borrowed her mother's darning needle and 
had sat up until midnight unpicking strategic threads in the garment. As a result 
of her actions, a mere half-hour had passed upon the ice before Marnus' core 



body temperature dipped beneath the threshold of continuous sentience and 
gross motor control – which led him to fall over in a dead faint... 

 

Poor Cruton Miasma was all of a dither. Surely, he believed, he’d failed in his 
duty to protect the Prime Minister from harm! Or had he? It certainly looked 
that way to the evil conspirators as they watched from afar. But they hadn't 
reckoned on Wetworld technology. In a nanosecond Hydious had transferred his 
Personal Defence Force Field to the fallen earplug... 

 

And within a few seconds of powerful battery-powered warmth enveloping him 
Marnus had recovered enough to allow him to stand erect and roar with 
indignation: 



 

"Who is the flip-flipping flipper who sabotaged my fleece? I'll have their guts for 
garters!" 

Returning to the city, Cruton had the best C.S.I team available investigate the 
fleece for finger prints and traces of DNA. A half-hour later the flame-haired 
Ludmilla, and her colourful piebald boyfriend, Kim Phat Lipp, stood before 
their accusers... 

 

"Oh, Ludmilla," Beryl Pongfinger wailed, "how could you do it, you vicious little 
minx? Your only father! My darling husband! What a vast turd you are. What 
have you got to say in your defence?" 

Well Ludmilla had plenty to say in her defence. "It was all Kim Phat Lipp's idea." 
She yelled desperately in a voice grown shrill. "Him and his Turkish Delight. I'm 
sorry; Father, but I couldn't resist his kind words, soft lips, lavish gifts, and 
fulsome sherbet!" 



Tony Wilkins stood silently by as his son shifted uncomfortably in front of him. 
But when their eyes met, Kim Phat Lipp's arrogance overwhelmed his logic 
circuits, and he blurted: "Knickers to all of you - you ugly bunch of dull-
brained, cretinous morons. You can all rot in hell. I'm better than all of you put 
together. Do your sodding worst: I'm not scared of nothing - not even double 
negatives!"    

It saddened Marnus to hear such a load of utter verbal diarrhoea from the 
mouth of the young earplug. "Guards," he said quietly, "take them both away. 
Regrettably it's the usual form of punishment for this heinous crime." 

So the power-hungry young pale male earplug was marched away beside his 
treasonous girlfriend… 

 

From there they were taken to a distant outpost igloo... 

 



...and sent into the snowy wilderness, where both were chased by ravenous 
wild and indiscriminate arctic plugmutts… 

 

It quickly became clear to both of them that the only possible escape from 
being devoured was by jumping off a cliff... 

 

"How distracting!" Kim roared. "But at least I'll die with the knowledge that I’ve 
tried my best: that I didn’t get eaten: and that I almost ruled the world." 

Ludmilla was a little more practical. “You never know: someone might have 
thrown an old mattress or ugly sofa over the cliff, during a spring clean. If so, 
we might land right on top of it. That would be nice – wouldn’t it, Phatty? 

“Great.” Kim replied dully. Then they jumped. 



Chapter Two 

Meanwhile, Ship Number Fifteen had blasted skyward from the surface of 
Mars… 

 

…traversed the gulf between Mars and Earth: entered the latter’s atmosphere… 

 

…and landed just outside the Museum of Future Technology... 



 

... where night had fallen, and Klapp Neutron was giving Magnuss and Hair-
Trigger the welcome-home gift of a landmine... 

 

"Gosh, how generous." Magnuss said gratefully. "Is it live?" 

"Of course, Magnuss." Klapp replied. "All thimble mines explode readily and 
with significance force. When the right time comes, use it well, my friend." 

"Well that's the thing." Magnuss said uncertainly. "What the flip am I supposed 
to do with it?" 

Klapp patted Magnuss upon his arm. "You just never know when you're going to 
need a landmine." He answered. "It's better to have and not need, than to need 
and not have." 



This was a truism that neither Magnuss nor Hair-Trigger could find fault with. 
So they accepted the landmine, and hoped that it might come in useful when 
they began their mission to get through the red robot's defences, and thence 
inside the museum. 

A while later the brave duo stood beside the Martian Reality Shifter - to allow 
photographs to be taken, and for Rupert Piles to record the event on his 3D TV 
camera for everyone to watch later and for posterity... 

 

Waiting for all the hoopla to subside, Magnuss' protégé from their earlier 
adventure together on Mars, Yabu Suchs arrived to wish them both good luck... 

 



But he couldn't help volunteering. "Are you sure you don't want me along for 
the ride?" He asked. It was a rhetorical question, and before Magnuss could 
respond, Yabu continued: "After all you only quite like me; whereas you love 
and adore Hair-Trigger with every fibre of your being. Simply put - I'm far more 
dispensable." 

It was a generous and kind offer. Both Magnuss and Hair-Trigger were 
emotionally moved. But they told him to sod off anyway. 

 

"You've mentored Yabu well, Mags." Hair-Trigger said after the young yellowish 
earplug had departed. "But I'm glad you didn't take him up on his offer: I 
wouldn't miss this for the world." 

But when the Martian device burst into technological life, she very nearly had 
second thoughts... 

 



As did Magnuss. But when the mists of unreality coalesced and formed a torus 
around them... 

 

...fear was banished, and trepidation sent packing. Then Magnuss made a 
discovery: "Oh dear." He said... 

 

..."I wish I'd gone to the toilet earlier." 

Hair-Trigger had similar thoughts - especially when a funnel of energy formed 
around them... 



 

...and the light of alternative realities bathed them with their iridescence... 

 

Then suddenly they were there - in another Museum of Future Technology - on 
another Earth - in another quantum reality... 

 



"Quick," Magnuss was forced to yell at the top of his voice, so that he could be 
heard above the din of a blizzard, "let's move the device to a location that will 
place us inside the museum when we return to our proper dimension." 

 

So they did, and a short while later, after much heaving and straining against 
the howling wind, they reactivated the Martian wonder-machine...  

 



And when they were once more transported between realities they ended up in 
a place they both knew reasonably well - or at least had a passing acquaintance 
with... 

 

"The arboretum!" Magnuss yelled in joy and wonderment. 

"Come on." Hair-Trigger yelled as she urged him along. "We must have pushed 
the device too far: the distance from here to where we need to be is simply 
vast." 

And indeed it was. First of all they had to cross the Wide Blue Yonder... 

 

But the time storms of earlier had changed it almost beyond recognition. Now it 
appeared to swell and roll, like a solidified ocean... 



 

But eventually, after much wearing out of shoe leather and multiple 
replacement of corn plasters, they found their way across it - only to recall that 
the Woven Expanse still separated them from the main structure of the 
museum proper... 

 

"Well this place looks pretty much like it did before the time storms." Magnuss 
said hopefully. "Sadly there are still no public lavatories." 

And he was right - on both counts: The Woven Expanse was simply huge... 



 

...and toilets were conspicuous by their absence… 

 

Time passed as the young earplugs trudged along beneath a fake sun. When, 
eventually, they arrived at their destination, false dusk was just a memory... 

 



Finding a little-used pedestrian door in the darkness... 

 

...they slipped unseen into the museum central building, and soon Magnuss and 
Hair-Trigger entered the power plant. But when they stood atop the Nul-Space 
Generator... 

 

...they discovered that the robots from the future had installed a new and 
improved version. 

"Blast and bother it!" Magnuss roared as he railed against an implacable foe that 
seemed able to anticipate his every move. "Clearly it's ginger beer proof!" 



But as they retreated back outside - defeat written all over their earplug faces 
- Hair-Trigger noticed something... 

 

"Air vents." She said. "If we could produce enough ginger beer, we could flood 
the generator." 

Magnuss concurred in an instant: he knew exactly where to go... 

 

"The coolant tank." He explained. "It's not fizzy and tastes gingery; but it sure 
is wet." 



"Great." Hair-Trigger responded. "But how do we get the coolant to flood the 
generator?" 

Magnuss had to think about that... 

 

So they paused for a moment in a quiet cul-de-sac, which, to Magnuss’ good 
fortune, lay close to a lavatory. 

Chapter Three 

Meanwhile passengers of the Chi-Z-Sox... 

 

... still regarded the outside world through their personal port holes... 



 

Electrical storms, caused by tectonic upheaval beneath the huge pressure of 
impossibly thick ice, raged across the sky and gave the landscape an earie 
glow... 

 

And, as a result of this, the lighting aboard ship still went all funny... 

 



Relatively nearby, Tudor Porks and Uda Spritzer continued to maintain their 
vigil of measuring and recording the planet’s constantly changing eco-structure 
aboard their sky scooter... 

 

"Wow, that's some crack." Tudor exclaimed. "I wouldn't want the job of filling 
that with plaster!" 

 

"Crack?" Uda replied as they landed. "Do you refer to that wide fissure opening 
up between us?” 

Tudor wondered if their stressful task was taking its toll upon his female 
associate. "Yes." He said, whilst backing away slowly from the fissure. 



Uda and the ice weren't the only things that were in danger of getting out of 
control. Atmospheric anomalies were now commonplace. It was even snowing 
inside the municipal ice rink… 

 

In certain areas, day was turned into night with the effect of atmospheric 
inversions making the sun seemingly a distant pin prick above the horizon... 

 

To Uda and Tudor it was patently clear that their task was over in any 
meaningful sense; that they were wasting what little time they had left – that 
might be better used sorting through their knicker drawers. So they decided to 
return to the city and watch the end of the world in the company of their 
beloved leadership. 



 

Upon their return, Uda - her thoughts deep and melancholy - stood behind, and 
slightly to the right of Marnus Pongfinger and Cruton Miasma... 

 

... as they stood close together to watch the final sunset upon the world they 
knew. But then the Gouts arrived... 

 

…and Uda cheered up because Hydious yelled: "Quickly, everybody: get your 
sorry backsides over to our spaceship. It’s really big, with lots of empty cabins. 
We must flee!" 



It was a brilliant idea, but Marnus forestalled a manic run for safety with: "But 
what of my people?" He said sadly. "Surely they'll all die?" 

"Horribly." Cruton added for effect. 

"Not if they all come up to the surface, and jump from ice floe to ice floe as the 
surface cracks up." Putridity informed them both. "They can bring sandwiches 
and some hot tea in thermos flasks. It's not the planet that's breaking up: 
merely the ice. It's too heavy for the planet's crust. When some of it becomes 
melted by magma spewing up through the tectonic joints, it'll all settle down 
again for a few hundred years. It might even chuck water vapour into the air - 
to such an extent that the heat from the sun is no longer radiated back into 
space - but instead absorbed by the moist air. This, in turn, will warm the 
planet. One day you might be able to grow carrots again!" 

It was a long speech; and, as Putridity took a few moments to regain her 
breath, Hydious took over: "I suggest everyone come aboard our massive 
vessel." He said urgently. "We can drop them off on a mountain range. They'll 
be safe up there: they won't have to go ice-floe hopping. Then we can fly back 
to our wet world; grab some civil engineers; come back; collect loads and loads 
of broken ice; then transport it to our planet." 

Marnus understood in a heartbeat. "Of course!" He cried with joy and avarice. 
"That will serve three purposes. It will supply your planet with enough ice to 
cool vodka martinis for generations; it will lift some of the great weight 
crushing our planet's crust; and make me a  fortune in the process because I'll 
insist upon a signed contract worth fifteen per cent of the gross profit before 
I'll allow anyone anywhere near your fearsome flying machine." 

The Gouts weren't surprised at Marnus Pongfinger's response; they'd expected 
it; he was a politician after all. In fact they were so unsurprised that Hydious 
produced the necessary contract from his inside pocket - already signed by 
him. After signing his half of the contract, Marnus took Cruton aside for a quiet 
moment together... 

 



"Remember this moment, Cruton." He said. "Imprint it on your brain. From this 
day onwards our people will no longer mine ice. Instead we will sit in the 
occasional sunshine with our dark glasses on, and do no more than break large 
lumps of ice into smaller ones, which we will then submerge in cherry brandy 
and stuff like that." 

"Yeah, that’s right." Cruton replied as he began backing away. "Lovely. Now can 
we flipping well blast off into space - sooner rather than later? Standing here 
we're in danger of being consumed by our own planet!" 

Being a wise earplug, Marnus recognised the need for a hasty departure. As a 
result of this... 

 

...minutes later the Chi-Z-Sox was blasting free of the planet's embrace. Then, 
after dropping off the indigenous people in the sanctuary of the mountains, the 
ship made best speed for Wetworld... 

 



"Didn't we do well!" Hydious boasted cheerfully to his wife inside the mighty 
craft as it shrugged off the attention of asteroids. 

"Yes, Hydious." Putridity replied. "They'll probably anoint us with oils and 
decree us saints for this." 

"I don't doubt it, Putridity." Hydious agreed. "People will probably have to kiss 
our bottoms too – and pay for the privilege. What fun!" 

Chapter Four 

Meanwhile, deep inside the Museum of Future Technology... 

 

... Magnuss was closely regarding the Emergency Coolant Dump Nozzle... 

 



Then he turned his attention to the control mechanism... 

 

"I think that's a little beyond our technical prowess to knobble in a subtle 
manner that would go unnoticed." Hair-Trigger opined eloquently. 

Magnuss almost agreed. Well actually he agreed entirely. So he chose another 
way: “Tell me," he said," do you still have that landmine that Klapp gave us?" 

"I do." Hair-Trigger said with a smile as she all but read her boyfriend's mind. 
"Just turn your back, and I'll pop it into the light." 

Seconds later, the land mine – cunningly disguised as a cup cake – lay in 
position... 

 



“Klapp included a timer switch.” Hair-Trigger explained to Magnuss. “I set it for 
fifteen seconds. I hope you don’t mind.” 

“Fifteen seconds?” Magnuss replied. “That’s exactly the figure I would have 
chosen. It’ll give us just enough time to get the heck outta here. Talking of 
which: run!” 

So, a short while after the daring young earplugs had dashed for cover… 

 

…this happened... 

 

Klapp Neutron's landmine did exactly what he said it would do. 



Following the brilliant flash and massive concussive wave, Magnuss and Hair-
Trigger staggered to their feet and raced like a complete bunch of raving 
loonies to the Emergency Coolant Dump Nozzle - where they found a raging 
torrent cascading from the coolant tank... 

 

"Hoorah." They cried as the bubbling liquid rushed across the floor; in through 
the air vents of the power house; and all over the Nul-Space generator. 

Little did a group of invading robots from the future suspect, as they inspected 
some hitherto neglected aspect of the cooling system on Level Fifty-seven… 

 

…that they were about to be engulfed by the works of their mortal enemies… 



 

…and that shortly after their demise, the entire level would experience this… 

 

But if they had, perhaps they wouldn’t have been surprised when, as the 
dynamic result of the generator’s spectacular failure advanced, the roof of 
Tower Eighty-one was torn clean off by a huge explosion... 

 



As he picked himself up, Magnuss said: "Cor, I didn't expect that."  

He wasn't the only sentient entity to be surprised by the escalation of 
destructive activity... 

 

Future Robots paused in their regular patrol patterns. "What the flip was that?" 
They would say. Then they must have realised that there were intruders inside 
the museum because they began searching everywhere simultaneously - and 
the daring duo were forced to hide in all sorts of places… 

 

But soon their nerves cracked, and Magnuss and Hair-Trigger tried to make a 
bolt for freedom along the main thoroughfare... 



 

But they were spotted in an instant, and red robots went in pursuit of them... 

 

Dashing blindly into a storeroom, the two young earplugs stumbled upon a pair 
of jet packs, which wasn’t that remarkable because jet packs were very 
popular with teen-aged earplugs, and they tended to leave them wherever the 
fancy took them… 

 



"Muy rápido." Magnuss urged his friend. "I'm an absolute whiz with these things. 
Get one on your back: I can teach you how to use it in five seconds flat." 

"No need." A calm Hair-Trigger assured him. "I captured many a miscreant by 
lassoing them from above from one of these. I've got a black belt with oak leaf 
clusters in jet pack flying." 

As they strapped themselves into the jet pack harnesses, the sound of 
approaching robots made them extra fleet of finger... 

 

In mere seconds they were ready to launch. So they did just that... 

 

As they blasted upwards toward the ceiling high above, a bunch of searching 
robots rounded the corner, and opened fire with their disintegrator beams… 



 

But fortunately for the eternally hopeful earplugs, the distance was too great 
for accurate aiming of the essentially close-quarter fighting weapons. So the 
robot’s targets were able to swing to port violently... 

 

...and put a distance between themselves and the robots that was so great... 

 



...that (even under the watchful eyes of night-vision security cameras) they 
were forced to level off their flight - before they collided with the underside of 
the museum's roof, with a mighty splat… 

 

But even here neither earplug could relax fully. They still needed to escape the 
building so they could tell everybody outside that the robot defences had been 
breached. It was as they approached the ruin of the Nul-Space Generator 
building that Magnuss had an inspired idea: 

"Look." He bellowed above the roar of their jet packs. "The fires are cooling!" 

And he was right... 

 

He then added: "Let's fly up the inside wall, and escape through the huge hole 
in the roof. Our asbestos underpants should keep us safe from any stray super-
heated ash and high-temperature thermal up-currents." 



Hair-Trigger was all for it. Hitting the turbo boost button on her jet pack, she 
leapt ahead... 

 

The impotent robots that pursued them were so enraged that they used their 
disintegrator beams to spitefully make a Museum Robot Guide dance for its life 
– or ‘continued corporeal existence’ as they referred to it... 

 

Meanwhile Magnuss accelerated to match his partner's velocity... 



 

Unfortunately for Magnuss, in his haste to launch, he hadn't adjusted the rear 
strap of his jet pack properly. Now his buttocks did their level best to burst out 
from both sides of it, causing him considerable distress... 

 



The Museum Robot Guide wasn't enjoying itself either. One of the angry red 
robots had decided to stamp its authority over the minor servo-mechanism by 
riding around it very quickly and mocking its lack of manoeuvrability… 

 

"You metallic monster." The Guide managed to squeak. "I'll have you for this 
one day - you mark my words. My day will come - and you'll know what it's like 
to get ridden around and mocked. I might even kick you up the cyber-arse!" 

Fortunately for Magnuss, Hair-Trigger noticed his expertly hidden agony, and 
used her teeth to adjust his wardrobe malfunction. So before you could say 
'Slap my thighs and take me down to Droxford’, Magnuss regained full control of 
his jet pack... 

 

...and led Hair-Trigger to freedom! 



As they settled upon the landing pad area, a short while later, a crowd rushed 
to greet them... 

 

"Success. Now we can plan our attack." Magnuss shouted at them... 

 

"But first," he whispered to Hair-Trigger, "I think we should have a shower. We 
stink like dead rats in an old compost heap." 

So it was a happy band of earplugs that celebrated aboard Ship Number Fifteen 
that night... 

 



For tomorrow the battle for the Museum of Future Technology would begin! 

Chapter Five 

Meanwhile, millions of kilometres away in space... 

 

...Captain Sinclair Brooch was witnessing a Martian sand storm upon the K T 
Woo's main screen... 

 

"Jeepers, Nancy, it sure looks grotty out there!" He exclaimed. 



 

The bridge crew agreed with him. 

 

"But someone's gotta go out there." Pigpen Shamir reminded him. 

"Yeah, yeah, of course." Sinclair waffled. "But I think maybe we'll wait until the 
breeze has died down a mite.” 



So, an hour later, Sinclair selected the members of his crew best suited to arid 
desert-like conditions. Naturally these were the former Worstworld prospectors 
- Byron Whipsnaid, John-Douglas Plectrum, and Findlay Watersnaik. Sensibly he 
provided them a hover chariot... 

 

"No mi gusta!" John-Douglas erupted as they set out upon their journey. 

He didn't feel any better about the situation as the hover chariot found level 
ground... 

 



And when the vehicle carried its earplug passengers across an arid plain... 

 

...everyone aboard was feeling slightly hover-sick. But when they entered a 
rocky, mountainous region they encountered Frisby Mumph's robotic assistant, 
Tangerine; and all bilious thoughts ceased… 

 

"By the Saint of All Cybernetics." The robot exploded verbally. "Real live alien 
earplugs - from some unknown and extremely distant planet!" Then calming 
itself, Tangerine addressed the prospectors: "Hi; how'd you like to meet the 
boss?" 



Naturally all three Worstworlder's wanted nothing else. But, as they followed 
the cheerful robot, the expression upon their miserable faces showed that they 
still weren't happy about their mission, and all three wished they were still 
tucked up warm in their bunks... 

 

When, eventually, and after an arduous drive, they arrived at the Future 
Museum of Mars, and were allowed to use the futuristic urinal in the foyer, 
where they finally relaxed and began to smile again... 

 

But when they told the sole curator - Frisby Mumph - that they were searching 
for Ship Number Fifteen, they were sorely disappointed to learn that they had 
missed it by a few measly days. So they called a bemused Frisby a Twit, a 
Twonk, and a few other choice prospectors’ names, and departed almost as 
grumpily as they'd arrived... 



 

And when the hover-sickness kicked back in on the return journey to the K T 
Woo... 

 

...they were thoroughly cheesed off. But eventually they found their way back 
to the parked ship... 

 



...and made their report... 

 

Then everyone else was as nauseated as they were. Clearly the chase across 
space must continue. 

Chapter Six 

Meanwhile, aboard the ship that Captain Sinclair Brooch and his crew sought, a 
junior technician discovered a crate that had been delivered to the Museum of 
Future Technology the year previous by a sect of monks who lived in a 
mountain-top abbey, and who called themselves The Order of the Holey Vest. 
When she opened it, the junior technician was astonished to find a prototype 
flying machine... 

 

"Monks?" She said in a baffled tone. "Advanced aircraft? Surely the two are 
mutually exclusive!" 



Naturally she told the Earplug Brothers. Equally naturally Chester came to have 
a look for himself... 

 

"Hmm," he said to himself, "a few mods and tweaks, and this would make an 
excellent Ground Attack Fighter/Bomber." 

But, in a most unusual turn of events, it wasn't one of the younger of the 
brothers who volunteered to test-fly the finished product: it was the 
technophobic second-eldest - Valentine... 

 

Rudi was gob-smacked... 

 



"But, man, you're, like, totally useless with machinery." He complained. "Why 
don't you let your bro, Magnuss fly it?" 

But Valentine was adamant. This was his opportunity to shine like a star in the 
firmament. He didn't want to be remembered for his ownership of a huge 
metaphorical hip flask and a propensity for ginger beer: he wanted to go down 
as a significant footnote in history. So he leapt aboard and pressed the 'Go' 
button with all his might... 

 

Then Valentine did something even more out of character. He stood the 
fighter/bomber on its tail, and held it there on the sheer brute power of the 
afterburners... 

 



"Golly gee, this is such fun, guys!" He yelled into his radio. "Now I understand 
why Magnuss enjoys flying so much. Compared to this, sugar-coated corn flakes 
are garbage!" 

The watching Rudi tied himself in knots with worry... 

 

...He simply couldn't believe what he was seeing. Then, to Rudi's further 
horror, Valentine looped the loop - without a seatbelt... 

 



...before putting the monk-built aircraft into a steep, almost vertical dive... 

 

"Aaaargh!" Rudi cried... 

 

...which was the most emotional anyone had ever seen the eldest of the 
Earplug Brothers. But he needn’t have concerned himself overly, because 
Valentine levelled off at zero feet… 



 

…and placed the super-plane upon the concrete with barely a kiss; a puff of 
smoke from the engine; and a loud squeak from Rudi's backside... 

 

After climbing from the cramped cockpit, Valentine announced: "I'll take it. 
What's it called?" 

Rudi consulted a battered owner's manual. "It says here, Bro, that it's a 
Punting-Modesty Face-Puncher XL5." He replied. 

 



"Great." Valentine said. "With a name like that it must have some serious 
offensive capability. I'll lead the attack on the Museum of Future Technology in 
this little beauty. You tell everyone else: we'll begin the attack just after tea 
time tonight." 

 

"Are you sure about this, Val?" Rudi said in his most concerned voice. 

"Sho’nuf right on, brother." Valentine replied affirmatively. "Now you'll have to 
excuse me: I have some bomb sights that need calibrating." 

With that he hopped back into the Face-Puncher XL5, and threw back it into 
the azure sky... 

 



Chapter Seven 

And so it transpired that just after tea time on Thrudsday, the forty-second of 
Plinth, Ship Number Fifteen's main battery crew wheeled out the Big Gun... 

 

Then the secondary armament – the anti-space pirate gun protruded through 
the appropriate shooting embrasure... 

 

A small, but unenthusiastic and patriotic, amateur earplug army assembled... 

 



And at the precise moment that Valentine swallowed the last corner of his egg 
and coriander sandwich and slurped the dregs from his flask of herbal tea - 
then pressed the firing stud on the control column of the XL5... 

 

...all Hell broke loose... 

 

....as the gunnery crews earned their pay... 

 



...shooting like flipping heck... 

 

...in the direction of the Museum of Future Technology’s outer walls - at almost 
point-blank range… 

 

Without the power source available to constantly replenish the cohesive 
matter/energy that made up the walls, soon great rends appeared in their 
flanks… 

 



…and the RoboSecGuas opened fire... 

 

Inside their Personal Defence Shields, earplugs swarmed for the gaps... 

 

…shooting, for all they were worth, through the Museum walls… 

 



The museum A.I looked on in bewilderment... 

 

By now Valentine was beginning to feel invincible – flying high in the sky, and 
whooshing around in a super-plane like he was the Lord of All Creation and 
stuff. He decided to make a strafing run upon the leading phalanx of red 
robots... 

 

Of course the artificial beings from the future returned fire on a grand scale... 



 

...which startled Valentine out of his delusion and made his pants a bit cacky. 

Everyone who could point a gun in roughly the right direction, and who could 
wear an invisible electro-magnetic Personal Defence Shield without suffering 
from claustrophobia, attacked the robots at ground level. Some attacked on the 
artificial turf of the all-weather soccer pitch... 

 

Whilst others fought upon the shiny surface of the landing pad area... 



 

One or two of them were not in the full flush of youth either - as proven by the 
presence of ageing thespian, Sir Dodger Muir, who brought up the rear and 
carried some emergency chicken and bacon rolls wrapped up in tin foil and 
hidden beneath his helmet... 

 



It was a battle for each and every earplug who lived in, or who regularly 
visited, the Museum of Future Technology - even miserable, cantankerous, 
bleeders like the sewage worker's union officials and ever-cheerful female 
weight lifters... 

 

The battle raged for hours. Huge holes were punched into the fabric of the 
museum, and internal fires were allowed to burn uncontrolled by the uncaring 
robots... 

 



Rudi bravely took over the XL5 when an exhausted Valentine decided that he 
really should change his underpants. 

"Hey, man - what will the nurses think if I get shot down and have to visit the 
triage centre with poopy cacks on?" He'd complained over the radio. 

Rudi continued to strafe maniacally... 

 

...until there was sufficient energy for only one plasma cannon remaining in 
the magazine, and he was reduced to firing a weedy laser beam. 

The structural carnage was difficult to comprehend and make sense of. Vast 
areas of wondrous exhibits were reduced to a ruin: towers felled… 

 



Those who could spare a moment to reflect were in despair... 

 

Well most of them were. One of those sheltering behind the Faux Mountains 
exhibit was the village idiot, and he maintained a smile throughout. In fact it 
had been tattooed on during his youth when he'd gone on a drunken beach 
holiday with his chums who didn't really like him. But that’s by the by. Soon 
Valentine was back aboard the Punting-Modesty - with a full recharge of the 
offensive weapons pod, and clean underpants - where he raced about the night 
sky causing mayhem. But quickly he discovered that the enemy robots could 
anticipate his moves and had learned how to shoot straight... 

 

"Colourful expletive!" (Or words of that ilk) He yelled as balls of energy 
smashed into his sturdy craft. 



Inside the museum, the robots were using the revamped Tunnel Temporale to 
bring in reinforcements from future eras... 

 

"Where are the bleeders?" The new arrivals would say in their dull monotone 
voices. "We'll bite their flipping heads off!" 

Sadly, just as dawn began to lighten the sky above the museum, Valentine's 
luck finally ran out as a couple of well-aimed lucky shots found a weak point in 
the Face-Puncher’s design… 

 

And, as the robots began to scrape the bottom of the new recruit barrel... 



 

...the XL5 went into a terminal dive... 

 

Fortunately Valentine managed to open the mangled canopy and jump out just 
before the craft hit the ground. He was able to use his vast hip flask as a 
landing cushion, and duly walked away from the wreckage with nothing more 
than a bruised backside and an amusing gait. Meanwhile reinforcements 
continued to pour in from somewhere up the metaphorical River of Time... 



 

"Holy cow, what are they sending us?" Some of the hardened veterans lamented 
cybernetically. "Have the robot factories gone out on strike, or something?" 

But despite all this, the earplugs could not make the breakthrough they so 
badly needed. Exhaustion was their constant companion. In desperation the 
curators decided to deploy the weapon that had been so effective against the 
invading end cap army from hyperspace in that earlier (never to be forgotten) 
battle for supremacy of the Museum of Future Technology. Mandy and Candy- 
the famous weight-lifting farting champions - along with their boyfriends - the 
former zombies - Vic and Bob stepped in front of Rupert Piles' 3D TV camera to 
record their attempt for posterity... 

 



Then, upon a command from their mentor - Doctor Snippentuck - the foursome 
broke wind most forthrightly at the advancing robots, and produced a three-
dimensional representation of a heavy plasma cannon... 

 

But the red robots were no end cap horde. Being artificial life-forms, they 
didn't recognise the presence of farts at all. In the course of their duties they 
didn't actually look at anything: they only used their glowing eyes to scare and 
intimidate lesser beings. They used a far more futuristic sense that had no 
name and which had no biological equivalent. Consequently they couldn't be 
fooled so easily. But they did have other regular and common means to resolve 
their immediate environment… 

 



"I detect a gas attack." The vanguard robot reported. "Prepare to annihilate!" 

Amongst those who had been brave enough to come and witness the attack, 
were the museum's in-house washer woman - Vanilla Redbush - and two of Las 
Chicas De La Playas, whom she had taken under her wing, and who were being 
taught the dark arts the scrub boards and carbolic soap. They tried to distract 
the robots by stepping forwards and exposing their rubber gloves to them... 

 

Naturally Rupert swung his camera around - not so much to capture the event 
for future historians to pore over; but more for the video footage he could later 
sell on the Internet. But it was no good: robots just weren't interested in 
rubbery hand-wear - even with soapy fingers. So the small pink citizen (and 
hero of an earlier invasion disaster) - Hermi Frodite - stepped forward and 
shouted in a high-ear-numbing scream that should have caused robotic aural 
overload... 

 



But like any shock tactic employed against non-biological life-forms, it was 
ignored - and poor Rupert Piles had to run for his life when the robots 
disintegrated his camera... 

 

"You rotters." He yelled as he broke into a terrified dash and frothed at the 
mouth. "That camera cost me a flipping fortune!" 

Naturally (and despite the loss of the Face-Puncher XL5) the Earplug Brothers 
were at the forefront of the battle to free the Museum of Future Technology 
from the mechanical tyranny of the future robots... 

 

Magnuss had been inspired by Hermi Frodite's miserable failure. He’d quickly 
realised that regular means for defeating invading robots were outdated. They 
had to conjure up something completely different. But what? He tried to calm 



his older brother with a cheery smile. He then became aware of a Chichester 
Seventy-Three repeating rifle upon the floor, and the presence of its owner - 
Staff Sergeant Wetpatch Wilton of the United Stoats Seventh Cavalry… 

 

"Me and the boys have been fighting all day and all night." The grizzled warrior 
informed the brothers, after Magnuss wondered why he’d dropped his 
weapon... 

 

"We made ready as dawn...er...dawned. Then we opened fire." 

 



"It was glorious. None of us had ever fired a gun before. When we were back on 
the planet you named Worstworld we usually just practised with wooden mock-
ups. Gee - the power and the noise. It was intoxicating. Then the tin-heads 
started shooting back… 

 

…and that weren't no fun at all! Anyway; my Personal Defence Shield is 
completely drained, so I had to pull out of the fight. But my trusty Chichester 
Seventy-Three still has some ammo left in it. Do you think you fellas can put it 
to good use?" 

Whilst all this dialogue had been issuing forth from the Staff Sergeant's bristly 
maw, the mysterious being known as Gobby thought that it might be a good 
idea if he used his special talent for rolling back time... 

 

"After all," he explained to anyone close enough to hear him, "I am a temporal 
manipulator: I should put my wonderful talent to good use!" 



But it was only partially successful. He made enough difference to allow a 
contingent of mouldering zombies to arrive in time to scare the robots with 
their putrefaction... 

 

...and a squad of biological androids, whose talents as super-soldiers couldn't 
be overlooked... 

 



"Let's show our solidarity with Gobby." Pilot said to the others. "That should 
indicate to the enemy that we mean business." 

Of course, it only delayed the inevitable, and, corridor by corridor, the red 
robots reclaimed almost all of the ground that the earplugs had liberated... 

 

But it had delayed the robots for long enough to allow Magnuss to expound his 
idea to his brothers. So, whether it was a good one, or not, they now had a 
plan. Moments after making the decision to act, and using Wetpatch's rifle, the 
five Earplug Brothers attacked as a single entity... 

 

And when return fire arrived, it was met with the same brotherly psychic shield 
that had protected them and their Auntie Doris and Girlfriends Yu-Wah and 
Wah-Hey Pong against a missile strike many months earlier... 



 

...and against the Sentinel Robot's Mesmeric Wave - only slightly more 
recently... 

 

...in the form of an invisible cupola... 

 



As wondrous as the psychic shield was, (unlike the Mesmeric Wave) it could not 
turn back the disintegrator beams upon their perpetrators. But Magnuss had 
never intended that it should. His plan was far more subtle. He needed it solely 
to protect him and brothers whilst they used the Chichester Seventy-Three to 
draw the approaching robot force away from everyone else. What happened 
next would be written in legend by those who witnessed it, and spoken about 
in public places until earplugs became extinct. At the precise moment that 
Magnuss had calculated the robots would cease fire to reload their energy 
packs, he, Rudi, Chester, and Miles leapt aside - leaving Valentine alone to face 
the enemy. Valentine then cast aside his weapon and threw his Seventh Cavalry 
hat to the ground. He stood alone, unarmed, to face a heartless foe... 

 

Then he did something that only he was capable of. It was so spectacular that it 
almost defied accurate description... 

 



He used the ginger beer that he had consumed in vast quantities whilst making 
his aerial attacks - and emptied his voluminous and bursting metaphorical hip 
flask in one great out-pouring... 

 

Unprepared for such an unexpected assault, the robots had their cooling vents 
open to the air. In a split second a deluge of acidic widdle cascaded down upon 
their sensitive advanced circuitry, and gummed up their Artificial Intelligence 
brain stems. In the time that it took for them to exclaim their surprise, they 
became deactivated... 

 



"Ugh? Pee-pee?" Their leader dispensed his final line of dialogue with a gurgle. 
"How embarrassing." 

Chapter Eight 

Shortly after that the K T Woo arrived from Mars upon a huge column of 
flame... 

 

The destruction that the occupants found... 

 

...appalled all aboard... 



 

Believing that the arrival of the Worstworld ship heralded an immediate 
reinforcement of the earplug army – and yet more pesky atomic cannons - the 
surviving robots dashed for the sanctuary of the Tunnel Temporale... 

 

But the ruination that they’d left in their wake... 

 



...was unforgivable, and Magnuss vowed that one day he would travel to the 
future, and kick the mastermind behind the invasion right up the bum. 

But perhaps worse still was that fact that Ship Number Fifteen - its guns now 
silenced - was a flaming wreck and would never reach for the stars again... 

 

But the fleeing robots weren't completely out of the mire themselves. Their 
Supreme Being's eyes blazed with blue anger as they fled along the Tunnel 
Temporale.... 

 

"For your utter failure," it bellowed down the corridor of time, "I banish you all 
to an Eleventh Century Irish peat bog. May the almighty have pity upon your 
cybernetic souls!" 



And as the K T Woo touched down... 

 

...the previously assaulted Museum Robot Guide crept up upon a red robotic 
straggler... 

 

...and kicked the red robot so hard that it fell over... 



 

From there it pushed the failed invader towards a garbage chute. "There." The 
Robot Guide growled. "Don’t tell me I didn’t warn ya!" 

Although areas of the Museum of Future Technology were in flames or lay in 
smouldering ruin... 

 

...most of the vast edifice remained undamaged, and soon the museum 
Avatar... 

 



...appeared through the floor. She then proceeded to announce a huge party to 
celebrate the museum’s liberation. Even those who were, only now 
disembarking the quiescent K T Woo... 

 

...were invited, and broke out in spontaneous applause. So a half-hour later, 
the reformed Trumptations – yet again featuring Shat and Beeki Spitoon... 

 

...performed a showcase of their greatest hits, with a few album tracks thrown 
in to bolster the set. It was an excellent show and a great ‘Welcome to Earth’ 
for the Worstworlders. Every earplug in the building (irrespective of their 
musical tastes) 'got down' to the funky beat... 



 

The Great Hall had never witnessed such a joyous occasion... 

 

...as thousands of earplugs (and a scattering of other silicone species) danced 
the night away to the beat of rhythm and blues... 

 



Because it had been a unanimous decision that repairs could wait until the 
morning... 

 

But, as everyone knows, tomorrow is another day – and another adventure. 

The End (for now) 
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Now prepare yourself for ‘Return to the Museum of Future Technology’ 

 


